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Biographical Statement

I joined the faculty in Design and Environmental Analysis in 1993 as my first full
time academic appointment. Prior to coming to Cornell I  was a facility planner
and programmer for an architectural firm in New York City.   After obtaining a
masters degree in city and regional planning worked I worked as a city planner
for a large city in New Jersey. My PhD is in psychology, specifically environmental
psychology. My research interests have always been, and continue to be, related
to the ways in which the physical  environment relates to children's  and
adolescents '  development, behavior,  and well being. Noise and crowding are of
particular interest  to me, especially when children are exposed to these potential
sources of stress in more than one sett ing as well  as the role of the environment
in children's  development of  competency and self-eff icacy and self-esteem.

More recently my research interests include the role of the physical
environment of home, school,  and neighborhood in the development of identi ty,
self-esteem, and self-efficacy in children and adolescents.  My init ial  appointment
at Cornell included responsibilities in Cooperative Extension. My primary
program was to work with the child care industry in New York State providing
training and educational materials for child care providers and parents.  As of the
spring semester  2005 my appointment was changed to research and teaching.  I
teach the department 's  programming methods in design course (DEA 4590/6500)
as well as DEA 4100 Diversity and Facility Design. I also teach a graduate course,
DEA 6200, Studies in Human-Environment Relations.

Department Website Summary

Lorraine E. Maxwell is an environmental psychologist. Her research is related to
the role of the physical environment in child and adolescent development.  She
teaches courses in facility programming and the role of facility design in a diverse
society and a graduate course in Human-Environment Relat ions.

Professional

Current Professional Activities

Member, Environmental Design Research Assoication

Member, International Association of People-Environment Studies  

Member, Society for Research in Child Development
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Member, Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues 
 

Research

Current Research Activities

I  investigate the role of the physical environment in children's and
adolescents '  behavior,  health,  and development.  I  am interested in residential
set t ings,  school and childcare set t ings,  playgrounds and outdoor set t ings,
museums, and public spaces.  In particular,  I  am interested in the cumulative
effects  of  noise and crowding when young people are exposed in more than one
sett ing and in the role of the physical  environment in children's  and adolescents '
development of competency,  self-efficacy,  and self-esteem. 

Extension

Education

Education

Ph.D. 1990 Graduate Center of the City University of New York
Major - Psychology

Masters in City and Regional Planning 1974 - Rutgers University
Major - City and Regional Planning

B.A. 1968 - Queens College of the City University of New York
Major - History/Political Science

Courses

Courses Taught

DEA 4590/6500 - Programming Methods in Design

HE 3100 - Human Ecology Mentoring Program

DEA 4100 - Diversity and Facility Design

DEA 6200 - Studies in Human-Environment Relations
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